Planner/Speaker Attestation for Duke Continuing Education

• I understand that all recommendations in the CE activity must be based on evidence that is accepted within the profession of medicine as adequate justification for their indications and contra-indications in the care of patients. All scientific research referred to, reported or used in CE in support or justification of a patient care recommendation must conform to the generally accepted standards of experimental design, data collection and analysis.

• I understand that presentation slides/abstract/monograph, etc. (CE activity materials) may be peer reviewed and edited accordingly prior to the CE activity occurring (or being released) and evaluated by participants for fair balance and to validate content.

• I attest that any and all clinical recommendations that I make for patient care as part of my planning and/or CE activity materials will be based on the best available evidence, that a balanced view of therapeutic options will be given, and the content will be in accordance with ACCME’s Content Validation Statement. I will also provide the level of evidence for said recommendations in the CE activity materials.

• I agree to make meaningful disclosure to the attendees of this CE activity when products or procedures I discuss at the above CE activity are off-label, unlabeled, experimental, and/or investigational (not FDA approved), and any limitations on the information that I present, such as data that are preliminary or that represent ongoing research, interim analyses, and/or unsupported opinion.

• I attest that my CE activity materials will be HIPAA compliant (i.e., I will use de-identified patient information when possible).

• I agree to obtain the necessary copyright permission(s) if any portion of my CE activity materials that I prepare is not my original work or for which I do not hold the copyright.

• I agree to provide meaningful opportunity for questioning or scientific debate (live presentation).

• I understand that my disclosure information applies to all topics.